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1. 
This invention relates to winding mechanism 

and more particularly to hand operated type for 
applying brakes on a railway vehicle, or the like. 

: One of the objects of the invention is the pro 
vision of a new and improved winding mecha 
nism that, during initial rotation of an operating 
handle in one direction, will rapidly take up Slack. 
in a brake rigging, or, the like, and that on final 
rotation of the handle in the opposite direction 
will have increased: leverage, as for applying the 
brakes. . 
Another-object of the invention is the provision 

of a new and improved mechanism that...is. Self 
locking in operation and therefore particilarly 
adapted for use in applying hand brakes on a 
Vehicle. - . . . . . . 

Another object of the invention is the provision 
of an improved winding mechanism which cont 
prises means for controlling the rate of release 
thereof. 
3Other objects and advantages of the invention 

will become apparent from the following anore 
detailed description theregf, takening connection 
with the accompanying drawings, in which, 

Fig.1 is a diagrammatic syiew, partly in outline 
and partly insection, of a Winding mechanish 
embodying the invention; and 

... Fig. 2 is a fragmentary view taken in the direc 
tion of arrow 2.in Fig.5:1. 

Description 
Referring to Fig. 1, reference numeral 5 desig 

nates a casing, which may be mounted at any 
convenient location on a railway car (not shown) 
such as on the end thereof, containing gear mech 
anism 6 adapted to be operated by an operating 
handle in the form of a hand wheel for turning 
a shaft 8 connected to a drum 9 on which is 
wound a cable to adapted to be operatively con 
nected to a device to be actuated, such as the 
brake rigging (not shown) of a railway vehicle. 
The hand wheel is secured to one end of a 

shaft if adapted to turn within a bore, f2, extend 
ing through the casing 5. A gear 13, within the 
casing, is secured to the opposite end of shaft 
for operative engagement with a larger gear 4 
which is suitably arranged for rotation about a 
fixed axis relative to the casing, by some Such 
arrangement as is shown in the drawing in which 
a central hubil 5 of:said gear is rotatably mounted 
on the outer surface of a Sleeve'bOSS if6 attached 
to and projecting inwardly from theccasing. The 
gears 3 and f4 are preferably in the form ; of 
bevel gears with their taxes at right angles to 
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Wheel, but said gears might be in the form of 
Spur gears with their axes parallel to each other 
by relocation of said hand wheel relative to the 
CaSlag. 
A frame t is secured to the gear-4 for rotation 

thereWith. The frame : 1 may comprise two 
Spaged apart arms 18 and 19 rigidly secured at 
theircone end to the gear 14, each disposed equi 
distant from the projected-axis-of said gear and 
parallel thereto, and a member 20 secured to and 
extending between-the-opposite-ends of said arms 
and disposed transversely, of said projected axis. 
The fraine 7 is thereby adapted to turn about 
the same axis as the gear, 4, and may be rotat 
ably supported at its end away, from said gear by 
a sleeve shaft 2; secured to member 20 and 
mounted in a bore 22. extending, through one end 
of the casing 5 in alignment with sleeveshaft 6 
at the opposite end of said casing. 
Two oppositely arranged dual element bevel 

gears 23 and 24-of-equal size. are disposed within 
the frame 1. The dual element bevel gear 23 
is secured for rotation with a central shaft .25 
journaled to the arm 8. The dual element bevel 
gear 24 is secured for rotation with a central 
shaft 26, journaled to the armi-9. Both shafts 
25 and 26 are in alignment one with the other, 
and their axes project in a direction at right 
angles to the direction of the axis of gear 4. 
Each of the dual element bevel gears 23 and 

24 comprises two attached bevel gear elements 
27; and 28, element:28; being of larger diameter 
than element:27 and disposed-adjacent to the re 
spective arms of framell. The gear elements.27 
are arranged for simultaneous engagement at 
their corresponding Qpposite-sides with two spaced 
apart bevel gears 29 and 30 of equal diameters 
extending between said elements. The gear .29 
is: secured to one end of a hollow shaft 3 which 
is journaded in the sleeve, boss 6 attached to the 
casing and projects therethrough. The gear 30 
is secured to-one-end-of a shaft:32 which is jour 
haled in and extends through the hollow, shaft 
3 . To the outer tend of hollow shaft 3 f is-at 
tached a ratchet-wheel33 which is provided with 
the usual teeth for-normal engagement by a pawl 
34 for preventing couraterclockwise rotation of the 
shaft 3 and gear 29, as viewed in the direction 
of the arrow 2 in Fig. 1. To the outer-end gf 
shaft: 32 is attached a ratchet wheel 35-substan 
tially similar to wheel 33, having teeth, for normal 
engagement by a pawl 36 for preventing rotation 
of said shaft-aradihence gear 30 in the opposite 
direction, or clockwise, as viewed in the same 

each other for favorable disposition of the hand 55 manner-as above-mentioned. For biasing there 
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spective pawls 34 and 36 in the direction of the 
respective ratchet wheels 33 and 35 a tension 
spring 37 may be connected at its opposite ends 
to each of said pawls. - 
The pawls 34 and 36 are each pivotally Secured 

by suitable means to respective bosses 38, 39 or 
the like, projecting from the casing 5. Levers 40 
and 44 are provided on pawls 34 and 36, respec 
tively, for engagement by an unlocking cam 42. 
The cam A.2 may be circular in tranSVerse CrOSS 
section and is secured for eccentric turning 
movement about an off-center pin 43 fixed to the 
casing 5, a release handle 44 being provided for 
effecting said movement. The handle 44 is 
adapted to be moved to any one of three posi 
tions, a “Lock' position, in which it is shown 
in the drawing, a “Slow release' position, and a 
“Quick release' position. In "Lock' position of 
handle 44, the cam 42 is so positioned as to be 
out of effective displacing engagement with both 
of the levers 40 and 4i, so that under action of 
spring 37, the pawls 34 and 36 are in normal 
locking engagement with the teeth of the re 
spective ratchet wheels 33 and 35. In "Slow re 
lease' position, the cam 42 is in effective dis 
placing engagement with lever 40 whereby pawl 
34 is held out of locking engagement with ratchet 
wheel. 33. In “Quick release' position, the can 
42 is in effective displacing engagement with both 
the lever 40 and the lever 4 ; whereby both pawls 
34 and 36 are held out of locking engagement 
with the respective ratchet wheels 33 and 35. 
The significance of these positions of the can 
42 and handle 44, as above described, will here 
inafter become obvious. 
A relatively large bevel gear 45 is disposed 

within the frame it in alignment with the axis 
of gear 4 and in operable engagement with both 
of the bevel gear elements 28, for turning the 
shaft 8 and drum 9 secured thereto. Shaft 8 is 
journaled in the sleeve shaft 2 f and extends out 
wardly through the casing. 
The cable is is wound on the drum 9 and may 

be operatively connected to the usual brake rig 
ging (not shown) for setting brakes on a railway 
vehicle or the like employing the mechanism. 

Operation. 
For the purpose of illustration, aSSume that the 

winding mechanism above described is applied 
to a railway vehicle for applying the brakes 
thereon by hand. Further assume that the 
brakes are released; that the cable O is oper 
atively connected thereto and is So Wound on 
drum to that, as viewed in the direction of arrow 
2, rotation of the drunn counterclockwise will 
cause winding of said cable on said drum to 
apply the brakes, while rotation in the opposite 
direction Will cause unwinding for releasing the 
brakes; and that initially there is considerable 
slack in the cable t O; and further that the re 
lease handle 44 is in "Lock' position with both 
of the pawls 34 and 36 in locking engagement 
with the respective ratchet wheels 33 and 35, in 
manner as previously described. 

If it is desired to apply the vehicle brakes by 
operation of the hand-operated winding mechan 
ism, as viewed in the direction of an arrow 50 
the hand. Wheel Will first be rotated in a clock 
Wise direction, turning the connected gear 3 
in the same direction. 
As viewed in the direction of arrow 2, the above 

turning of gear f3 will turn the larger gear f4 
in a counterclockwise direction relative to the 
casing 5. If it is now assumed that the hand 
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4. 
wheel is turned a sufficient number of times to 
cause the gear 4 to make a complete revolution, 
the frame Will also make a complete revolution 
relative to the casing 5 and in the same direction. 
As the frame 7 makes one revolution counter 
clockwise, the dual element bevel gears 23 and 
24 will be carried, with their respective Shafts 
25 and 26, also a full revolution with the frame 
7. In SO doing, the bevel gear elements 2 will 

roll on the gear 29 attached to Shaft 3, which 
is secured against Counterclockwise rotation by 
engagement of the pawl 34 with the ratchet wheel 
33, the elements 27 turning about their own 
axes on the respective shafts 25 and 26, and 
thereby causing the bevel gear 30, shaft 32 and 
ratchet wheel 35 to turn in a counterclockwise 
direction. 
The number of revolutions that each of the 

elements 27 will make about their respective 
axes during their counterclockwise revolution 
with the frame 7 and gear 4, will equal the 
ratio of the number of teeth on gear 29 to the 
number of teeth on said elements. For example, 
if the gear elements 27 have fifteen teeth, and 
the gear 29 has thirty teeth, each of Said ele 
ments will make about its respective axis two 
revolutions for each revolution of gear 4. The 
gear elements 28, attached to elements 2, will 
make the same number of revolutions about the 
same respective axes, or for example two revolu 
tions, and obviously in the same direction, which 
direction is such as will cause the gear 45, shaft 
8 and drum 9 to turn counterclockwise, as viewed 
in the direction of arrow 2. The number of 
revolutions that the gear 45 will make in a 
counterclockwise direction relative to the casing 
5 for one revolution of the gear 4 and frame 
in the same direction will equal the ratio of the 
number of teeth on the elements 28 to the num 
ber of teeth on gear 45 multiplied by the number 
of turns that said elements 28 make on their own 
axes during that revolution of frame 7, plus 
one revolution of the elements 28 with the gear 
f4 and frame 7, since, if said elements were not 
to turn at all on their own axes, as they were 
carried a complete revolution with said frame, 
they would cause the gear 45 to complete one 
revolution relative to the casing. 
To continue the above example, if the gear ele 

ments 28 have thirty teeth, and the gear 45 forty 
teeth, during One revolution of the gear 4 and 
frame 7 as above described, the gear elements 
28 make two revolutions about their own axes, 
and the gear 45 will make two and one-half 
revolutions in a counterclockwise direction rela 
tive to the casing, as viewed in the direction of 
the arrow 2. The drum 9 connected to gear 45 
will thus be caused to rotate in a counterclock 
wise direction, winding the cable f9 thereon and 
taking up slack in said cable or brake rigging. 
When the resistance to rotation of the drum 9 

increases substantially, as when the brake shoes 
engage the Wheels, and as indicated to an oper 
ator by increased resistance to rotation of the 
hand wheel 7, the operator may turn the hand 
Wheel in the opposite direction, or in a counter 
clockwise direction as viewed in the direction of 
the arrow 50, for applying the brakes on the ve 
hicle. 

Rotation of the hand wheel 7 in a counter 
clockwise direction will rotate the gear 3 in the 
same direction, and as viewed in the direction of 
the arrow 2, will rotate the larger gear 4 in a 
clockwise direction. Now to simplify the follow 
ing description, assume that the hand wheel 



gear 45 will make in 
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id, as above, a sufficient number of turns 
ause the gear 44 to make one complete 
bn in the clockwise direction, carrying the 
Twith it in the same direction. . 

before, rotation of the frame 7 will carry 
ual element bevel gears 23 and 24 and their 

shafts 25 and 26 with it, but this time in the 
opposite direction, or clockwise one revolution. 
During such revolution of the frame 7, the gear 
elements 27 will roll on the gear 30, which is 
secured against clockwise rotation by engagement 
of pawl 36 with ratchet wheel 35, and thereby be 
caused to rotate about their respective axes. The 

29 will not prevent such rotation, it being 
free to turn in a clockwise direction causing the 
awi:34 to jump the teeth of ratchet wheel 33. 

this revolution of the frame 7 in a clock 
wise direction, the gear elements 27, and hence 
attached elements 28, will rotate in the same di rection about their respective axes as during the 
previously described revolution of said frame in 
the counterclockwise direction, due to the fact 
that in the second instance elements 27 roll on 
gear 30, which is fixed, whereas in the first in 
stance said elements rolled on the gear 29 which 
was then fixed. Further, since the gears 29 and 
30 are the same size and have the same number 
of teeth, and the gear elements 27 in rolling on 

3 will make the same number of revolutions 
about their respective axes as in rolling on the 

id in the same direction as was pointed 

pa 

out, which direction is such as will cause the at 
tached; elements 28 to rotate the gear 45 in a 
binterclockwise direction as before. In making 

a revolution in circuit with the frame 7 in the 
clockwise direction, however, the dual gear ele 
ments' 233 and 24 carried-by said frame and in 
engagemeit with the gear 45 will tend to carry 
said gear one revolution in the same clockwise. 
direction, so that the net revolutions that the 

:ounterclockwise direction, 
under the above circumstances, will equal the 
nainber of turns sittends to make in a counter 
clockwise direction as caused by rotation of said: 
elements about their respective axes, less one 
révolution in circuit of the elements 28 with the 

iiie T in the opposite or clockwise direction. 
; if gear elements 27 and 28, and 

wheel counterclockwise, the dual 
ent gears 23 and 24 will turn two revolutions 

on their respective axes, as before, and will tend 
to: cause gear 45 to turn one and one-half revo 
lutions in a counterclockwise direction, also as: 
before, but in this instance, less one: revolution 
of circuit in as clockwise direction, or a net of 
one-half revolution in a counterclockwise direc 
tion; causing the drum 9 to so turn also, further 
winding: the cable othereon at a greater me. 
chanical advantage for applying the brakes on the 
railway vehicle. - - - - - 

It will thus be seen that by turning: the hand. 
Wheel 7 first in a clockwise direction, the oper 
ator may cause the slack in the cable fo' and 
brake; rigging to be taken in rapidly, bringing 
the brakeshoes into contact with the wheels, and 
then by turning said hand wheel in an opposite: 
or counterclockwise direction, he may cause a 
pull-to-be exerted on the cable for applying: the 
brakes at a greater leverage. The relationship 

speed ratio and force ratio between turns of 
hand-wheel 7 and effort exerted thereon, to turns: 
of drum 9-and-pull on cable 10, all other factors 
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size of gears 3; f4 and of drums re 

, will depend upon the relative such as - 
main ing const 
sizes and num 

After the brakes have it Kaviw 
in this position by automatic locking action-of 
the pawls 34 and 36. Iris order fort rakes to 
release, the cable to would need to unwind-fron. 
the drum 9 and thereby cause said drum and gear 
45 to turn in a clockwise direction. In order for 
the gear 45 to turnin a clockwise direction, either: 
the dual element: gears. 23i and 24 must be free" 
to turn on their respective axes so as to roll ori: 
gears 29 and 30 arid thereby permit frame 7 to: 
turn in either a clockwise" or a counterclockwise: 
directiori, or said: gears must be free to turn on 
their respective axes while the frame 7 remains: 
stationary. To permit the frame f7 to turri. 
clockwise, the gear elements 27 of gears 23 and, 
24 would need to be free to roll on gear 29, while 
turning gear 30 in a counterclockwise direction. 
which is prevented by engagement of pawl 36 
with ratchet wheel 35 attached to gear 30. Toi 
permit the frame 7 to turn counterclockwise, 
the elements 27 would need to be free to roll on: 
gear 39 while turning the gear 29 counterclock 
wise, which is prevented by engagement of pawl, 
34 with ratchet wheel 33 attached to gear 29. 
To permit gears 23 and 24 to rotate on their 
respective axes without causing movement of 
frame , the elements 27 thereof need be free: 
to permit gear 30 to rotate in a clockwise direc 
tion while gear 29 is: permitted to rotate in...a 
counterclockwise direction, which neither is free. 
to do, as will be obvious from the previous dea 
Scription. The gear 45, drum 9 and hence cable 
to are therefore locked in position duringiappli', 
cation of the brakes, thus preventing an unin 
tended release thereof. 
When it is desired to release the brakes on the: 

car at a controlled rate or to a chosen degree 
after an application, either pawl 34 or 36 may 
be disengaged from the respective ratchet wheel; 
but I prefer to disengage the pawl 34 for this 
purpose, and to disengage pawl 34, the handle 44 
may be moved to "Slow release' position for caus 
ing said pawl to disengage from the ratchet wheel 
33 to thereby allow the gear 29 freedom of move 
ment in either direction, 
The hand wheel 7 may then be rotated in a 

counterclockwise direction to control the release 
of the brakes as desired. For the sake of sim 
plifying the description of "Slow release' opera 
tion, assume that hand wheel 7 is rotated a 
Sufficient number of turns in-a-clockwise direc 
tion to cause the gear 4 to make one revolution 
in a counterclockwise direction, as viewed in the 
direction of the arrow 2, as will be all subsequent. 
descriptiora. - -- - - - - 

In making one revolution in a counterclockwise. 
direction the gear 4-carries the frame 7 and 
dual element gears 23 and 24 with it, the elements 
27 of which gears, in engagement with gears-29 
and 30, will tend to carry both of these gears 
in the same counterclockwise direction, and it. 
would seem that they are both free to so do with 
pawl 34 out of engagement with ratchet wheel. 33. 
in the "Slow release' position of handle 44. 
However, at this time, the cable O is exerting a 

- pulling force on the drum 9 which will tend to 
turn said drum and the gear 4 in a clockwise 
direction, exerting a force on gear elements 28 in 
such a manner as will cause the attached ele 
ments 27 to urge the gear 30 to turn clockwise. 
Since gear 30 is prevented from so turning, as the 
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frame f7 is turned one revolution counterclock 
wise carrying dual element gears 23 and 24 with 
it, the elements 27 of said gears will roll on the 
gear 30, making two revolutions on their own 
respective axes in So doing, and incidentally ro 
tating the gear 29 which is now free to rotate in 
either direction. The attached elements 28 Will 
also make the two revolutions about the same 
respective axes in a direction which will tend to 
allow the gear 45 to rotate one and one-half 
revolutions in a clockwise direction, the gear 
elements 28 having thirty teeth and the gear 
45 forty teeth. At the same time, if elements 
28; did not turn at all on their own axes, they 
Would carry gear 5 one revolution in a counter 
clockwise direction with the frame 7, the net 
turns of the gear 45 and hence drum 9 will 
therefore be one and one-half turns in a clock 
Wise direction less than one turn in the opposite 
direction, or one-half turn in a counterclockwise 
direction, for one turn of gear 4 in a counter 
clockwise direction during Slow release of the 
brakes for the chosen example. 
To effect quick release of the brakes, the 

Operator will move the handle 44 to “Quick re 
lease' position, thereby effecting disengagement 
of the pawl 36 from the ratchet wheel 35, while 
the pawl 34 remains out of engagement with 
ratchet wheel 33, so that in this position of 
handle 44 both the gears 29 and 3e are free to 
turn in either direction. 
The cable may be still exerting a pull on 

drum 9 which Will turn it in a clockwise direction 
pending full return of the brake shoes and rig 
ging to a normal rest position, and gear 45 will 
turn. With said drum, causing the gear elements 
28 to turn freely about their respective axes, 
rotating the gears 29 and 39 in opposite direc 
tions, and allowing the frame. and gear 4 
to remain stationary, so that the hand wheel 

will not turn and need not be turned, as the 
tension in cable 9 is quickly released. 

Summary 
It will thus be seen that I have provided an 

improved winding mechanism which is particu 
larly adapted for use in operating brake mech 
anism manually. By rotation of the operating 
handle in One direction, the slack in the brake 
mechanism may be taken up rapidly, while by 
Subsequent rotation of the handle in the opposite 
direction the leverage ratio of the mechanism is 
increased for applying the brakes. The mech. 
anism is Self-locking, so that any brake appli 
cation effected thereby will not unintentionally 
release. The rate of intentional release of the 
brakes may be controlled by the operator in turn 
ing the operating handle at a desired rate under 
one release condition of the mechanism, while 
a rapid release of the brakes may be effected 
under a second release condition of the mech 
anism without turning of the operating handle. 
Having now described my invention, what I 

claim as new and desire to Secure by Letters 
Patent, is: 

1. Gear mechanism comprising in combination, 
a hand wheel, a first gear secured for rotation 
with said hand wheel, a second gear operably 
engaging said first gear and secured for rotation 
about a fixed axis, a rigid frame Secured to Said 
second gear for rotation thereWith, two oppo 
sitely disposed pairs of coaxially arranged bevel 
gears carried by said frame for rotation about an 
axis projecting at right angles to said fixed axis, 
each of said pairs of bevel gears comprising a 
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8 
first bevel gear element rigidly Secured to a 
Second bevel gear element of Smaller diameter 
than said first bevel gear element, first and 
Second bevel gears Spaced apart and disposed 
Within Said frame in axial alignment with Said 
fixed axis and in engagement respectively with 
Said Second bevel gear element of each of Said 
pairs of bevel gears, pawl and ratchet, means 
Connected to Said first and Second bevel gears. 
for locking one of said first and second bevel 
gears against rotation in One direction and the 
other of Said first and second bevel gears against 
rotation in the opposite direction, means for 
unlocking Said pawl and ratchet means, a third 
bevel gear disposed in alignment with said fixed 
axis and in engagement with said first bevel 
gear element of each of said pairs of bevel gears, 
and means to be operated secured for rotation 
With said third bevel gear. 

2. Gear mechanism comprising in combination, 
a first gear adapted to be rotated about a fixed 
axis, a rigid frame Secured to said first gear for 
rotation therewith, a pair of bevel gears carried 
by Said frame and adapted to rotate about an 
axis projecting in a direction perpendicular to a 
projection of said fixed axis, said pair of bevel 
gears comprising a first bevel gear element and 
a Second bevel gear element rigidly secured to . 
and of Smaller diameter than said first bevel gear 
element, first and second bevel gears of equal size 
Spaced apart and disposed in alignment with said 
fixed axis in meshing engagement with said sec 
Ond bevel gear element, pawl and ratchet means 
connected to said first and second bevel gears 
for locking one of said first and second bevel 
gears against rotation in one direction and the 
other of Said first and second bevel gears against 
rotation in the opposite direction, means for dis 
engaging said pawl and ratchet means for un 
locking Said first and second bevel gears, a third 
bevel gear disposed in alignment with said fixed 
axis and in engagement with said first bevel gear 
element and means to be actuated secured for 
rotation with said third bevel gear. 

3. Gear mechanism comprising in combination, 
a first gear adapted to be rotated about a fixed 
axis relative thereto, a frame secured for rota 
tion with Said first gear, a dual element bevel 
gear carried by Said frame and rotatable about 
an axis projecting at right angles to said fixed 
axis, Said dual element gear comprising a first 
bevel gear element and a second bevel gear ele 
ment Secured to and of larger diameter than said 
first bevel gear element in coaxial relationship 
thereWith, two Spaced apart bevel gears engaging 
Said Second bevel gear element, said two bevel 
gears arranged to rotate about said fixed axis, 
pawl and ratchet means for preventing one of 
Said two Spaced apart bevel gears from turning 
in one direction and the other of said two spaced 
apart bevel gears from turning in the opposite 
direction, another bevel gear engaging said first 
bevel gear element and arranged to rotate about 
Said fixed axis, and means to be operated secured 
to rotate with said other bevel gear. 

4. A winding mechanism comprising in com 
bination, a casing, a rigid member adapted to be 
rotated about a fixed axis relative to said casing, 
a pair of gear elements carried by said rigid 
member and rotatable on an axis perpendicular 
to said fixed axis, said pair of gear elements com 
prising a first bevel gear element rigidly secured 
to a second bevel gear element of smaller diame 
ter than Said first bevel gear element, a first bevel 
gear disposed in coaxial alignment with said 
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fixed axis and in engagement with said second 
bevel gear element, a second bevel gear also dis 
posed in alignment with said fixed axis spaced 
away from said first bevel gear and also in en 
gagement with said second bevel gear element, 
a first ratchet wheel rigidly secured for rotation 
with said first bevel gear, a first pawl carried by 
said casing and disposed in normal engagement 
with said first ratchet wheel for preventing ro 
tation thereof in one direction, a second ratchet 
wheel rigidly secured for rotation with said sec 
ond bevel gear, a second pawl carried by Said 
casing and disposed in normal engagement with 
said second ratchet wheel for preventing rota 
tion thereof in a direction opposite to that which 
said first ratchet wheel is prevented from turn 
ing, a third bevel gear disposed in alignment 
with said fixed axis for engagement with said 
first bevel gear element, a drum Secured for ro 
tation with said third bevel gear, and a flexible 
element wound on said drum for operative con 
nection to a device to be actuated. 

5. In a winding mechanism, the combination 
with a casing, of a first gear disposed within said 
casing, and a second gear disposed within said 
casing and spaced away from said first gear, of 
a hollow shaft secured at its one end to Said 
first gear for rotation therewith, said hollow shaft 
supported by said casing and extending out 
wardly therethrough, a second shaft secured at 
its one end to said second gear for rotation there 
with, said second shaft being longer than said 
hollow shaft and extending therethrough, a first 
ratchet wheel secured to the opposite end of Said 
hollow shaft for rotation therewith, a Second 
ratchet wheel secured to the opposite end of said 
second shaft for rotation therewith, a first pawl 
pivotally connected to the casing for locking 
engagement with said first ratchet wheel to pre 
vent its rotation in one direction, a second pawl 
pivotally connected to the casing for locking en 
gagement with said second ratchet wheel to pre 
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10 
vent its rotation in a direction opposite to said 
one direction, spring means connected to said 
first and said second pawl for urging each into 
locking engagement with the respective ratchet 
wheels, and cam means manually operable to one 
position to effect disengagement of said first pawl 
from said first ratchet wheel and to another po 
Sition to disengage said Second pawl from said 
Second ratchet wheel while maintaining said first 
pawl in disengagement from said first ratchet 
wheel. 

6. Winding mechanism comprising a shaft to 
be actuated, a driven gear rigidly secured to said 
shaft, a rotatable driving member arranged co 
axial to said gear, a gear element disposed with 
its axis at right angles to that of said driven gear 
and member and meshing with said driven gear, 
structure supporting said gear element for rota 
tion with Said driving member, a pair of gears 
of equal diameter arranged in coaxial relation to 
said driven gear and meshing with diametrically 
opposite portions of Said gear element, ratchet 
means for holding One of Said pair of gears 
against rotation in one direction, other ratchet 
means for holding the other of Said pair of gears 
against rotation in the opposite direction, and 
means for releasing either One or both of Said 
ratchet means. 

GEORGE K. NEWELT. 
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